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Abstract
Nowadays, people are lack of fast access to the content of blogs, which makes the browsing and
using blogs is less frequent than those of micro-blog. The semantic retrieval of blog content is
realized from the key basic level of resource description, which is easy to obtain semantic
information and knowledge contained in Bowen in knowledge community. In this paper,
ontology is used to construct an ontology based blog resource description model, which
systematically represents the external features of blogs, the content features of blogs, and the
semantic relations between these features. Taking an Bowen as an example, the experiment
verifies the feasibility of the model and provides theoretical support for accurate and efficient
Bowen knowledge retrieval.
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1. Introduction
The Web2.0 era is the Internet age of data explosion, where people acquire scientific knowledge from
online communities, such as blogs, wikis and zhihu. Blog is not only an open platform for human
communication, communication, emotional expression and knowledge exchange, but also as a
storage carrier for data, information and knowledge. It Not only contains a circle of communication
between different users, and generates a large number of symbols, pictures, words, sentences,
paragraphs or other character arrangement content form to express or explain human needs all kinds
of knowledge[1]. The traditional way of accessing blog resources is to obtain the semantic
information and knowledge required by users by browsing the content of the blog word by word. In
the era of big data background, blog resources have massive, heterogeneous, real-time updating
features, it is difficult for users to quickly obtain the required knowledge from the mass of blog
resources. Therefore, how to quickly search and access from the knowledge level is urgent for solving
the problem of the knowledge contained in Bowen.
The structured description of blog resources is the key link to solve the problem of Inefficient access
to Bowen knowledge. According to the characteristics of blog resources, the scientific and rational
description method of resources, can describe the unified structure of important information and
knowledge in blog resources, so as to further realize knowledge storage and orderly organization for
the massive, heterogeneous and dynamic text resources . The text in the text resources of blog
resources contains the knowledge points required by the user knowledge, but numerous data and
information elements of text resources used to be described, integrated and organized by the Dublin
core metadata, such as the title, creator, subject, description, publisher, participant, date, type, format
identifier, origin, language, relationship, coverage, copyright and so on[2]. These metadata can only
describe the external features of blog text resources, but can’t describe content feature of knowledge
points in the blog text resources. From the knowledge level, the fine description of knowledge
resources in Bowen's content is easy to discover and extract relevant knowledge points in Bowen, and
realize the organization, storage, reasoning and innovation of knowledge.
On the basis of ontology theory, this paper constructs an ontology based blog resource description
model. This model uses ontology knowledge representation to describe external features of blog
resources and semantic features of blog content. The ontology conceptual hierarchy and logical
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reasoning ability can describe and present the semantic structure and relationship of the concepts in
blog resources. The experiment uses a blog post to verify the feasibility of the blog resource
description model.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Description Method of blog resources
Blog resources not only include user characteristics, such as bloggers, user comments, user tags, etc.,
but also contain a large number of blog content and other content, such as blog topics, event content.
There are many ways to describe the characteristics of blog users, mainly divided into the following
three:①Based on self-organization theory, the construction of Bowen correlation model to describe
the overall network and small world effect contained in the blog post[3]; ②Usage of statistical
methods to analysis semantic information, such as user tags, blog posts frequency, blog hot
topic[4].③Usage of natural language methods and data mining methods to analysis of user behavior
and Bowen content and minesocial network relationships and information exchanging rules
contained in blog[5].
The description of content features of bowen is based on the theory of text resource description.
Common methods of text resource description include based on ontology theory, based on HNC
theory[6], based on knowledge element theory, graph theory, based on statistical theory and method
to construct a Model that covers a variety of semantic features of the resource, such as the
construction of the conceptual hierarchy model [7], the multivariate ontology hierarchy model[8], the
semantic mapping of the concept and topic[9], the semantic link network data model[10][11], the
semantic model of Articles (SMA)[12] , Ontology knowledge base and so on. The above text resource
description method can be used to discoverknowledge link network in knowledge community[13],
the related documents in collection resources[14], the integration of knowledge in the field of
mechanical manufacturing[15], the organization and presentation of scientific knowledge in
academic literature[16], and so on. For the description of blog content, classify blog information, the
subject and the content of the word characteristics into two levels structure[17][18], or describe
bloggers, publishing time, log links, tags and other basic information[19], but blog's built-in search
system is based on a simple keyword matching and lack of knowledge of the expression, processing
and understanding capability, which is difficult to achieve the semantic retrieval for blog
resources[20].
The above theories and methods can be used to describe the user resources or text resources in various
fields, but can’t comprehensively describe the finer content characteristics of blog resources. Using
the ontology theory can make all kinds of fine-grained knowledge hierarchical, standardized to
improve the blog storage and retrieval mechanism.
2.2 Ontology-based knowledge representation
Ontology is a clear formal specification of shared conceptual models with shared, explicit, conceptual
and formalized features[21].The ontology has a good conceptual hierarchy structure and support for
logical reasoning, which can be used to describe the complex semantic relations between concepts
and concepts and also be used in semantic rules reasoning, knowledge discovery, knowledge
innovation and so on[22].In order to realize the formal definition of ontology, it is necessary to form
the formal language of description ontology, including XML, RDF, RDFS and OWL[23]. By
constructing a knowledge ontology model in a certain field, we can describe the semantic rules
between information and knowledge in this field, and provide sufficient support for knowledge
retrieval, which lay a good foundation for knowledge reasoning[24][25].
Ontology-based knowledge representation has a strong hierarchical and logical reasoning ability, not
only describes the hierarchical structure of knowledge in text resources, but also derives the implicit
association between knowledge based on the explicit semantic association between knowledge, and
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realize knowledge discovery and innovation. At present, people according to different application
requirements, has built a lot of specific field ontology.The mature application ontology is frequently
appeared in medicine field[26][27], emergency emergency command[28] and other fields, but less in
the field of blog resource semantic description.
Therefore, this paper will use the ontology theory to construct a ontology-based blog resource
description model to comprehensively describe the semantic features of blog resources, and provide
an effective resource description method to realize the semantic retrieval of blog resources.

3. Blog resource ontology description model
Combined with ontology knowledge representation, this section builds a ontology-based blog
resource description model, that is, blog resource ontology. Firstly, This model describes conceptual
hierarchy structure of blog resource ontology, and make the semantic relations between concept
classes more specialized and systematic; secondly, describe the conceptual attribute that is used to fill
the ontology framework and represent more specific knowledge objective; finally, The axiom and
examples of resource ontology is used to describe the semantic relations between knowledge objects
in blog resources. From the fine-grained level, a complete resource description model is presented to
describe the characteristics of blog text resources.
3.1 The Conceptual Hierarchy of Blog Resource Ontology
The blog resource description model describes the blog resource characteristics from three levels: the
resource layer, the information layer, and the text layer. The details are as follows:①In the resource
layer, the resource description object is a resource file, which describes the resource identifier,
resource storage address, resource storage date and resource text type of resource file. There are two
kinds of performance text, namely, comment class and blog class. ②In the information layer, the
resource description object is the resource text, whose features can be subdivided into personnel,
website, text format, grade classification and reference link, personnel, including viewers, collectors,
represent, critics and bloggers; Web site can be divided into website address and name; text format
includes graphics, formulas, text three categories; grade classification includes blog level, attention,
honor badge, and attention includes blog visitors and popular bloggers; Reference links include
Anchor tags and link addresses.③In the knowledge layer, the resource description object is the
knowledge in blog resource, and the knowledge resource is described from the four perspectives that
is knowledge navigation, knowledge content, knowledge style and domain theme. The knowledge
navigation includes the link page and identification number; the knowledge content includes name,
feature phrases and the original text description; the knowledge text includes narrative text,
description style of text, discussion style of text, and application style of text. Narrative style of text
also includes narrative event, narrative person, landscape written, shape of object; discussion style of
text includes the commentary type, the essay type and the political type of knowledge; the description
style of text includes the entity thing, the fact explanation and the science stories; the application style
of text is divided into eight categories that includes letters, notes, documents, propaganda, notices,
rituals, contracts, and biography; domain theme class is constituted by classification and theme class,
which can also uses the "Chinese classification theme list" to refine the theme class.
3.2 Conceptual Attributes of blog resource ontology
The concept of attribute blog resources in the ontology includes data attributes and object attributes,
in which the data attribute describes the attributes of concept class, including personnel attributes,
Explanatory genre attributes, narrative style of text attributes and so on; the attributes of the personnel
includes name, date of birth, gender; description type of text’s attributes includes manufacture,
function, manufacturing methods and status; narrative style of text’s attributes includes time, place,
people, events cause, events pass, event result.
Object attributes describe the semantic relations between concept classes, which can be divided into
the following two categories:①The semantic relations of the same level, that is, the semantic
relations between the conceptual classes at the same level, can be divided into explicit semantic
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relations and implicit semantic relations. Among them, the dominant semantic relations include the
relationship between time and order, the relationship between the upper and lower, the Reciprocal
relationship, the relationship of order, the relationship of cooperation, the relationship of
decomposition and the relationship of reference; implicit semantic relations includes the relationship
of extrapolation, implied relationship, positioning relationship, cross mappings relationship, and so
on.②The semantic relations of different layers, that is, the semantic relations between the conceptual
parent and the concept subclass, includes the same relationship, the whole part relationship, the
similarity relationship, the attribute relationship, the instance relationship, the classification
relationship and so on.
In the blog resource ontology, see Fig. 1, shows the above part of the semantic relation, in which the
resource storage time in the resource layer has the time semantic relation; the viewer in the
information layer contains the collector, the repacker, the commenter, which is including relationship;
Knowledge link page in the knowledge layer has a corresponding relationship with the link address in
the reference link in the information layer, which is related relationship; the link is published in the
web content of the website, that is, the publication relationship.
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Fig. 1 Blog resource ontology
3.3 The axiom and instance of blog resource ontology
The axiom and examples of the blog resource description model are described as follows: The axiom
of the ontology describes the forever truth of the domain knowledge, which can describe the rules of
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semantic relations and the node attributes. The axiom of the semantic relations rule class can be
described as that the relationship between reference relationship and the cited relationship is
reciprocal; the inheritance relationship and the extension relationship is expansive and unidirectional;
the cooperative relationship and the same relationship are bidirectional. The axiom of semantic
relations between concept node can be defined that the domain and range of the time relationship are
Date type; the domain and range of the whole-part relationship may be concept class or instance; and
the reference does not intersect with cited objects in personnel class. The instance in the ontology is
an instantiation process of one or more abstract concepts, which includes certain attribute values, and
only a few important instances are generally considered in the ontology construction process

4. Case Study
Experiment selects a Sina blog of popular king of Han Han, and extract a narrative type of blog that is
named of "Birth of That tea sister’s "ride the wind and waves", as this experimental data source.
First of all, use the Protégétool to show the concept classes, the concept of attributes, axiom of blog
resource ontology. This section can only exhibit a part of the blog resource ontology shown in Fig. 2.
Because of semantic features in blog resource ontology are quite comprehensive, we only shows a
part of semantic features that is related to the concept of "knowledge style" in the ontology model.
Extract the knowledge points of that hanhan’s blog, and use blog resource ontology to represent
relevant knowledge points in that blog. The results of instance is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2 Blog resource ontology (a part of the ontology)
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Fig. 3 Instantiation of blog resource ontology

5. Conclusion
Based on ontology theory, this paper constructs a ontology-based blog resource description model,
which integrates and expresses the fine granular knowledge in blog resources, and provides some
theoretical support for the precise semantic retrieval of blog resources. However, experiment only
shows the instantiation process of parts of concepts in "knowledge ontology" and fails to show the
instantiation of throughout ontology. In addition, only using a case is not enough to verify the
rationality of the ontology model, Thus we will continue to modify the blog resource ontology and
further study the evaluation Method of blog resource ontology.
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